Invitation

Dear Colleagues and Friends,

It is our great pleasure and privilege to invite you to London in May 2015 to take part in the 52nd congress of ERA-EDTA. The Society is planning a meeting of outstanding scientific interest and quality in the world-famous city of London.

The Congress is being held in partnership with the UK Renal Association and other international Societies and the Scientific Programme will benefit greatly from their contribution and collaboration.

The meeting will be held in the ExCeL Congress Centre to the East of London, not far from London City Airport, the Olympic Site and Canary Wharf. Hotels will be available locally and mostly within 20 minutes walking distance from the Congress Centre.

The scientific programme has been meticulously prepared and organised by the Scientific Committee. As ever, it will allow for major coverage of the main clinical areas of interest for practicing nephrologists, and it will also feature cutting-edge scientific discoveries. Translational research has as usual a prominent part in the programme, and special thought and attention has been paid to chronic kidney disease, geriatric nephrology, and other important clinical areas.

There will be an extended CME programme at the day of the opening ceremony, as usual one of the jewels in the crown of ERA-EDTA Congresses, and within that programme there will be many presentations from the ERA-EDTA working groups. As always, the “late breaking clinical trial” session promises to be exciting and stimulating. The Young Nephrologists’ Platform will also be prominent in the Congress programme. As last year, we also plan to continue collaboration with The Lancet.

The theme for the Congress is the River Thames itself. Evocatively once dubbed “Liquid History”, the river has seen many of the most famous and memorable people and occasions over the last few centuries. The river wends its careful way from a rural setting right into and across one of the world’s most famous and vibrant cities. Ebbing and flowing like our scientific knowledge-base, the river commands respect and admiration in equal measure.

We hope that the river can symbolise constancy and change, as we face the implacable often obdurate challenges deriving from both acute and chronic kidney disease with unceasing optimism and vigour.

We are all really hoping you will find the city welcoming, the programme exciting, the company stimulating and the experience enriching.

We look forward very much to welcoming you to London in May 2015 for the 52nd ERA-EDTA Congress
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Dear Colleagues and Friends,

In collaboration with the UK Renal Association and other International Societies, the Scientific Committee for this Congress has organized the programme according to a disease-oriented theme with the most recent novelties in the different areas. The scientific programme will cover the main clinical areas of interest for practising nephrologists, as well as cutting-edge scientific discoveries.

During the entire Congress a particular focus will be provided on two scientific themes:

1) **Chronic Kidney Disease - Renal Replacement Therapies** and
2) **Aging and the kidney.**

Exceptional speakers will present the three plenary lectures:

1) **Longevity and metabolism**
   Johan Auwerx (Switzerland)

2) **Transplantation: the past, present and the future**
   Mohamed H. Sayegh (Lebanon/USA)

3) **Stem cells and pluripotency: mechanisms of reprogramming and gene targeting in ES cells and mice**
   George Daley (USA)

Moreover, 55 symposia and 32 mini-lectures will present the most recent advances in nephrology, integrating basic science with the clinical context, looking at new risk factors, early biomarkers and new therapeutic perspectives.

Ziad A. Massy
Chair of the Scientific Committee